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Abstract

In this article, we demonstrate the usefulness of causal Bayesian networks as probabilistic reason-
ing systems. The biggest advantage of causal Bayesian networks over traditional probabilistic Bayes-
ian networks is that they sometimes allow to perform causal inference, i.e. the calculation of the
causal effect of one variable on other variables. We treat a state-of-the-art algorithm for performing
causal inference that is based on a new factorization of the joint probability distribution and is a sys-
tematic approach for the calculation due to Tian and Pearl.

We elaborate on the problems that can arise when working with a centralized approach and dis-
cuss how a decentralized cooperative multi-agent approach might overcome some of these problems.

The main contribution of this article is the introduction of multi-agent causal models as a way to
overcome the problems in a centralized setting. They are an extension of causal Bayesian networks to
a distributed setting consisting of a number of agents each having access to an overlapping set of the
variables. We extend a state-of-the-art causal inference algorithm for this particular domain. We will
show that our approach is as powerful in computing causal effects as the centralized algorithm.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This article is situated in the area of causal Bayesian networks. In their basic form, the
qualitative part of these models consists of a directed acyclic graph, where the nodes are
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variables and the edges connecting them represent causal relations between the corre-
sponding variables. The causal relation between two variables, in the form of a directed
edge from a cause variable C to an effect variable E, is understood as the effect a manip-
ulation of variable C (the cause) would have on variable E (the effect). More specifically,
when one would vary C by performing a surgical manipulation on variable C, i.e. a manip-
ulation that only changes C all else staying equal (ceteris paribus), then variable E would
also vary. Typically, the quantitative part of a causal graphical model consists of a set of
conditional probability distributions, of each variable conditional on its parent variables
in the graph.

These causal models can be obtained in several ways, ranging from randomized exper-
iments to expert knowledge and learning algorithms and combinations of all the previous.

Next to the intuitively appealing form of causal graphical models, their main advantage
is that they can help performing causal inference or identification. This is the process of
calculating the effect a manipulation of a variable would have on other variables in the
model, without actually performing that manipulation. This is particularly useful in tools
for decision support, where the utility of a possible policy choice can be tested before actu-
ally performing that action. When all relevant variables in a domain are observed, the pro-
cess of causal inference is rather trivial, but when some variables are unobserved, the
problem becomes much more difficult and in some cases impossible.1 Two example
approaches to causal inference in causal Bayesian networks are do-calculus [1] and the
state-of-the-art algorithm based on a new factorization of the joint probability distribution
of all the variables by Tian and Pearl [2].

All current algorithms for performing causal inference follow the single agent or cen-
tralized paradigm. This means that for each application domain there is one single agent
using a single model for the entire domain. There are several reasons why this is a weak-
ness for the applicability of the current state-of-the-art algorithms, such as:

• Large and complex models are difficult to learn, handle and maintain.
• Some domains are inherently distributed (e.g., the internet), trying to solve them with a

centralized approach could introduce a communications bottleneck.
• Knowledge can be distributed over different sources with partial knowledge and some

of them might not necessarily want to disclose all of their information.

Therefore, we propose a cooperative multi-agent approach to causal inference, where
each agent models overlapping parts of the domain and then cooperates with the other
agents to perform causal inference. The multi-agent paradigm is promising for overcoming
the limitations of the single agent paradigm for the following reasons:

• They allow to model complex knowledge in small modular components.
• It is a natural way to model inherently distributed problem domains.
• In some cases it is possible to perform tasks in cooperation with other agents while only

disclosing a part of their information, and thus allowing sensitive information to remain
private.
1 With unobserved variables we mean variables whose values are never observed to the modeler.
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In this article, we extend causal Bayesian networks to multi-agent causal models. Such a
model consists of a collection of agents that each contain a graphical model over their
domain variables. These variables are of two types: private variables that remain undis-
closed to other agents, and shared variables whose values and distributions are accessible
for other agents. Furthermore, we will introduce an algorithm for performing causal infer-
ence in multi-agent causal models. In the algorithm only information concerning shared
variables is exchanged between agents.

Causal inference can be impossible in a multi-agent causal model for two reasons. One
is because in some cases causal inference is impossible due to the fact that there are too
many hidden variables in the single agent model that would be obtained by seeing all vari-
ables as shared variables.2 The other reason is that in some cases the set of shared variables
of some agents is too small to be able to perform causal inference. While for the former
problem there is no solution, for the latter there is. In previous work [3] we have developed
a framework where the agents can negotiate with each other to disclose some extra private
variables, if this does not interfere with their privacy concerns, so that multi-agent causal
inference might be possible.

To summarize, our approach consists of four phases:

(1) The validation of some assumptions needed for our approach to work.
(2) Checking identifiability, this is investigating whether causal inference is possible in

principle (i.e. whether there are not too many unobserved variables).
(3) Negotiation and disclosure, this phase is only initiated when causal inference is not

possible because too many variables are private in individual agents. The agents
negotiate and if they reach an agreement on which variables to disclose, then they
disclose them and update their joint probability distribution.

(4) Actual computation of causal queries, also called identification. In this final phase,
the effect of manipulating some variables on other variables is computed.

In this article, we will only briefly touch upon the first three phases and mostly focus on
the actual computation of causal effects. Furthermore, for the sake of clarity we will limit
ourselves to the specification of algorithms for models with two agents. For investigations
of models organised in a chain we refer to previous work [4,3]. Finally, we stress that the
agents are cooperative in the sense that they are truthful to each other and work together
to solve a problem.

In the following two sections we will review causal Bayesian networks and causal inference
from a single agent perspective. Next, we will introduce multi-agent causal models, followed
by a section with the different steps of our multi-agent causal inference algorithm. Finally,
we will conclude with a discussion and indicate some points for possible future research.

2. Causal graphical models

In this section, we introduce causal Bayesian networks and contrast them with classical
probabilistic Bayesian networks.
2 Remark that we can infer this information from the multi-agent model without trespassing on the privacy of
the individual models.
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In this work uppercase letters are used to represent variables or sets of variables, while
corresponding lowercase letters are used to represent their instantiations. P(X = x) is used
to denote the probability distribution over the values of variable X to value x. Usually,
P(x) is used as an abbreviation of P(X = x). Ch(X), Pa(X) and Anc(X) respectively denote
the children, parents and ancestors of variable X in the graph. Furthermore, Pa(x) repre-
sents the values of the parents of X.
2.1. Bayesian networks

The classical Bayesian network (BN) is a concise representation of a joint probability
distribution (JPD) P(v) over a set of random variables V = {V1, . . . ,Vn}. In [5,6] they
are defined as follows:
Definition 2.1. A Bayesian network is a triple hV,G,P(vijPa(vi))i, with:

• V = {V1, . . . ,Vn}, a set of observable discrete random variables.
• A directed acyclic graph (DAG) G, where each node represents a variable from V.
• Conditional probability distributions (CPD) P(vijPa(vi)) of each variable Vi from V

conditional on its parents in the graph G.

See Fig. 1 for a famous example adopted from [5], representing an alarm system. The
alarm can be triggered either by a burglary, by an earthquake, or by both. The alarm going
of might cause John and/or Mary to call the house owner at his office.

The directed edges in the graph G can be seen as probabilistic dependencies between the
corresponding variables, while the missing edges represent conditional independencies
between variables via the Markov property [7]: Every variable is independent of any of
its non-descendants given its immediate parents in the graph. It is the incorporation of
such independence relations that makes a BN a more concise representation than the full
JPD.
alarm

Mary
calls

earthquake

John
calls

burglary

Fig. 1. Example of a Bayesian network representing an alarm system.
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The Markov property implies that the CPDs of a BN represent a factorization of the
joint probability distribution as a product of conditional probability tables of each vari-
able given its parents in the graph:

P ðvÞ ¼
Y
V i2V

PðvijPaðviÞÞ ð1Þ

Other, more complex conditional independence properties are also implied by the struc-
ture of the graph, and can be derived using the d-separation criterion [1].

Bayesian networks allow to efficiently answer probabilistic queries such as P(bur-

glary = truejJohncalls = true,Marycalls = false), i.e. the probability that there was a bur-
glary, given that we know John called and Mary did not. See [8] for an overview.

Remark that a single JPD can be represented by several BNs, by using different subsets
of all the conditional independence assertions present in the JPD.

2.2. Causal Bayesian networks

A causal Bayesian network (CBN) is a Bayesian network hV,G,P(vijPa(vi))i with some
extra properties. The basic definition remains the same as for classical BNs and the
Markov property and the factorization from Eq. (1) still hold.

What differs CBNs from classical BNs is that the directed edges are viewed as represent-
ing autonomous causal relations among the corresponding variables, while in a BN the
directed edges only represent a probabilistic dependency, and not necessarily a causal one.

For a relation from variable C to variable E to be causal, must be understood as the
presence of an effect that would occur in variable E after a manipulation of variable C.
More specifically, when one would vary C by performing a surgical manipulation on var-
iable C, i.e. a manipulation that only changes C all else staying equal, then variable E

would also vary.
This means that in a CBN, each CPD P(vijPa(vi)) represents a stochastic assignment

process by which the values of Vi are chosen in response to the values of Pa(Vi). This is
an approximation of how events are physically related with their effects in the domain that
is being modeled. Furthermore, these assignment processes are assumed to stay invariant
under variations in the processes governing other variables [1].

In the BN of Fig. 1, these assumptions clearly do not hold, for example in the under-
lying physical domain, whether or not there is an earthquake is not caused by the state of
the variables alarm and burglary.

In Fig. 2, we see a causal BN that represents the same JPD as the BN in Fig. 1. Here the
extra assumptions do hold. E.g., we can fathom that the state of the alarm can be caused
by a burglary, an earthquake or both, and thus the CPD P(alarmjburglary, earthquake)
represents an assignment process that is an approximation of how the alarm is physically
related to earthquake and burglary. Moreover, if the sensitivity of the alarm system is
changed, this will only imply a change in the process P(alarmjburglary, earthquake), but
not in the processes governing other variables.

Just as in classical BNs, probabilistic inference is possible in CBNs, furthermore, the
extra assumptions allow to do causal inference, i.e. to predict the effect of external manip-
ulations or interventions of some variables. See the next section for more on this.

The structure of BNs and causal BNs can be obtained via experts, learning methods
based on observational or experimental data, or a combination of these.
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Fig. 2. A causal BN that represents the same JPD as the BN in Fig. 1.
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2.3. Semi-Markovian causal models

In this section, we drop the simplifying assumption that there are no unobserved vari-
ables and introduce models where unobserved variables can be explicitly included, but
where these have special properties.

Definition 2.2. A semi-Markovian causal model (SMCM) [9] is a causal Bayesian network
where some of the variables are unobserved, and furthermore, every unobserved variable
has no parents (i.e. is a root node) and has exactly two observed children.

An example of a semi-Markovian model with two unobserved variables is shown in
Fig. 3. We sometimes represent unobserved variables by a dashed bi-directed edge.

In SMCMs there are observed variables V1, . . . ,Vn and unobserved variables
U1, . . . ,Uk. Here, the observed probability distribution P(v) can be written as a product
over the observed variables given their observed and unobserved parents and a product
over the marginal of the unobserved variables, as in a SMCM the unobserved variables
have no parents by definition. There is also a summation over all the values of the
unobserved variables U to obtain the JPD over the observed variables. The equation
becomes

P ðvÞ ¼
X

fuljUl2Ug

Y
V i2V

P ðvijPaðviÞ;UPaðviÞÞ
Y

Uj2U

P ðujÞ ð2Þ
U1 V1

V2 U2

V3

V1

V2

V3

U1

U2

Fig. 3. An example semi-Markovian causal model, on the left the full notation and on the right the notation with
bi-directed edges.
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where we sum over all values ul of all unobserved variables Ul and where Pa( ) and UPa( )
stand for the sets of the observed and unobserved parents, respectively.

The importance of SMCMs stems from the fact that CBNs with arbitrary sets of unob-
served variables can be converted into a semi-Markovian model while preserving the cau-
sal inference properties [10]. This allows to develop causal inference algorithms for the
simpler class of SMCMs that can be used for every CBN. When confronted with a
CBN with arbitrary unobserved variables, it is first converted into a SMCM before apply-
ing a causal inference algorithm, see [2] for the transformation algorithm.

3. Single agent causal inference

In this section, we introduce the problem of causal inference. We start by explaining the
difference between observing and intervening or manipulating, then treat an important
theorem that specifies how to incorporate the effect of a manipulation in a CBN. After that
the problem of identification is explained, followed by the introduction of a state-of-the-
art causal inference algorithm due to Tian and Pearl.

3.1. Observation vs. manipulation

An important issue in graphical models is to distinguish between different types of con-
ditioning, each of which modify a given probability distribution in response to information
obtained.

Conditional probabilities are defined as

P ðY ¼ yjX ¼ xÞ ¼ P ðyjxÞ ¼ P ðY ¼ y;X ¼ xÞ
P ðX ¼ xÞ ð3Þ

This is what is referred to as conditioning by observation. It represents the way in which
a probability distribution of Y should be modified when a modeler passively observes the
information X = x.

It is important to realize that this is typically not the way the distribution of Y should be
modified if we intervene externally and force the value of X to be equal to x. We refer to
this type of modification as conditioning by intervention or manipulation.3 To make the dis-
tinction clear, Pearl has introduced the do-operator [1]4:

P ðY ¼ yjX ¼ doðxÞÞ ð4Þ
Generally the two quantities will be different

P ðY ¼ yjX ¼ doðxÞÞ 6¼ PðY ¼ yjX ¼ xÞ ð5Þ
and the quantity on the left-hand side cannot be calculated from the joint probability dis-
tribution P(v) alone, without additional assumptions imposed on the graph, i.e. that the
directed edges have a causal meaning and are autonomous.

Consider the simple CBN consisting of two variables: X! Y. In this case
P(yjdo(x)) = P(yjx) as X is the only immediate cause of Y, but P(xjdo(y)) = P(x) 5 P(xjy)
as there is no causal path from Y to X.
3 Throughout this text the terms intervention and manipulation are used interchangeably.
4 In the literature other notations such as P(Y = ykX = x), PX=x(Y = y), or PðY ¼ yjX ¼ x̂Þ are abundant.
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3.2. Manipulation theorem

Performing an external manipulation in a domain that is modeled by a CBN, changes
that domain and the JPD that is used to model it. Here we introduce a theorem that spec-
ifies how a CBN and the JPD that is associated with it, must be changed to incorporate the
change induced by an external manipulation.

For reasons of simplicity we only study the simplest form of interventions in this work,
i.e. fixing a set of variables T to some constants T = t. In principle more general types of
intervention are possible, such as fixing the value of variables T in a way that depends on
previously observed variables. Furthermore, we only take into account interventions on
observable variables.

Due to lack of space, we immediately introduce the theorem for semi-Markovian causal
models. In that case the factorization of the JPD consists of a part with observable vari-
ables V and one with unobservable variables U.

To obtain the post-intervention distribution after fixing a set of variables T � V to a
fixed value T = t, the factors with the variables in T conditional on their parents in the
graph (i.e. their causes in the pre-intervention distribution), have to be removed from
the JPD. As we only treat interventions on observable variables, the factors that have
to be removed are in the part over the observable variables V. Formally, these factors
are: P(tijPa(ti),UPa(ti)) for all variables Ti 2 T.

This is because after the external intervention, it is the intervention Ti = ti rather than
the parent variables in the graph that cause the values of the variables in T. Furthermore
the remaining occurrences of T in the JPD have to be instantiated to T = t.

See Fig. 4 for an example manipulation in a SMCM. After a manipulation of variable
V2 to a value v2 the parent relations of this variable are removed from the graph. Note that
the confounding variable U1 disappears from the graph altogether, as after the manipula-
tion it is no longer a confounding factor.

A manipulation of this type only has a local influence in the sense that only the
incoming links of a manipulated variable have to be removed from the model, no factors
representing other links have to be modified, except for instantiating the occurrences of the
manipulated variables T to t. This is a consequence of the assumption of CBNs that the
factors of the JPD represent assignment processes that must stay invariant under varia-
tions in the processes governing other variables (see Section 2.2). This leads to the formal
theorem:
V1

V2

V3

U1

U2

V1

V2=v2

V3

U2

Fig. 4. On the left a semi-Markovian causal model, on the right the graph obtained after manipulating variable
V2 to a value v2.
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Theorem 3.1. Given a SMCM with observable variables V = V1, . . . ,Vn and unobservable

variables U ¼ U1; . . . ;Un0 and we perform the manipulation T = t for a subset of variables

T � V, the post-manipulation distribution becomes:

P ðvjdoðtÞÞ ¼
X

fuljUl2Ug

Y
V i2V nT

P ðvijPaðviÞ;UPaðviÞÞ
Y

Uj2U

P ðujÞ
�����
T¼t

ð6Þ

Generally we are only interested in the post-intervention distribution over a subset
S � V of the observed variables. To obtain this we simply have to marginalize over the
unwanted variables after applying the manipulation theorem:

P ðsjdoðtÞÞ ¼
X

V j2V nðS[T Þ
P ðvjdoðtÞÞ ð7Þ
3.3. Identification of causal effects

Before explaining the algorithm, we introduce some basic concepts.

Definition 3.2. The causal effect of a variable X on a set of variables S is the response of
variables S to intervention on variable X and, as mentioned previously, is noted as
P(sjdo(x)).
Definition 3.3. A causal effect is identifiable from a SMCM if the quantity P(sjdo(x)) can
be computed, uniquely using values from the observed distribution P(v), and thus not
needing the distributions of unknown variables.

E.g., in a SMCM the causal effect P(vjdo(x)) of one variable X on all the others is iden-
tifiable if in Eq. (6) of the manipulation theorem, the factors including unobserved vari-
ables such as P(uj) and P(vijPa(vi),UPa(vi)) where UPa(vi) is non-empty, can be omitted
and thus P(sjdo(x)) can be calculated from the JPD P(v) over the observed variables.

The process of calculating a causal effect from a causal graphical model is what we call
causal inference or identification.

As previously mentioned, we will work in the family of semi-Markovian causal models
(SMCM) because they are simpler than CBNs with arbitrary unobserved variables. Fur-
thermore, such a complicated CBN can be converted into a SMCM while preserving
the same properties for performing causal inference.

In general when in a SMCM no unobserved variables are connected to the manipulated
variable X, P(vjdo(x)), or the causal effect of X on every other variable, is identifiable from
the JPD of the observed variables P(v). This result follows immediately from the manip-
ulation theorem.
3.4. Single agent identification algorithm

In this section, we discuss a structured way to reason about identification and introduce
an algorithm for calculating causal effects such as P(yjdo(x)) from an arbitrary SMCM if
this is possible.
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As we have seen before, a causal effect is identifiable from a CBN if it can be calculated
from the distribution of the observed variables V alone.

Given a SMCM over observable variables V and unobservable variables U, at the start
the identification formula obtained via the manipulation theorem refers to all elements in
both V and U. The goal of an identification algorithm is to gradually remove the influence
of the unobserved variables U from the formula, to finally obtain a distribution over
observed variables from which the desired causal effect can easily be calculated.

The algorithm that we will discuss here, was first introduced by Tian and Pearl in [2]
and it represents the state-of-the art in causal inference at this moment. It is based on a
new factorization of the JPD of an SMCM into so-called c-factors. Before going into
the details of the algorithm we introduce these new concepts.

3.4.1. C-components and c-factors

Let a path entirely composed of bi-directed edges be called a bi-directed path.

Definition 3.4. In a semi-Markovian causal model, the set of observable variables can be
partitioned into disjoint groups by assigning two variables to the same group iff they are
connected by a bi-directed path. We call such a group a c-component (from ‘‘confounded
component’’) [2].
Variables that are not connected to any bi-directed edge are a c-component by them-
selves. All c-components of a SMCM are disjoint and constitute a partition.

Furthermore, when we say that unobservable variables belong to the same group if and
only if they are part of bi-directed paths connecting two variables belonging to the same c-
component, this also induces a partition on the unobserved variables.

Consider for example the SMCM of Fig. 5, it is partitioned into five c-components
S1, . . . ,S5:

ffX ;X 4;X 6g; fX 1g; fX 2;X 5g; fX 3g; fY gg ð8Þ

The associated partition N1, . . . ,N5 of the unobserved variables is as follows:

ffU 1;U 2g; ;; fU 3g; ;; ;g ð9Þ
X X3

X1 X 2

X4 X 5

X6 Y

U3

U2

U1

Fig. 5. A SMCM with five c-components.
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Now assume that V is partitioned into its k c-components S1, . . . ,Sk and denote by Nl

the set of unobservable variables that are parents of variables in Sl. As stated above,
N1, . . . ,Nk also form a partition of U.

Definition 3.5. A c-factor Q[S] of a set of observable variables S � V is the contribution
of the variables in S and the associated unobserved variables N (those that are
connected to variables in S), to the mixture of products representing the JPD of a SMCM
(Eq. (2)):

Q½S� ¼
X

fuljUl2Ng

Y
V i2S

PðvijPaðviÞ;UPaðviÞÞ
Y

Uj2N

P ðujÞ ð10Þ

If we apply this definition to the c-components S1, . . . ,Sk of an SMCM, then the dis-
jointness of these c-components and their associated unobservables N1, . . . ,Nk implies that
the mixture of products for P(v) of Eq. (2) can be decomposed into a product of c-factors
Q[Sl] of the c-components:

P ðvÞ ¼
X

fumjUm2Ug

Y
V i2V

P ðvijPaðviÞ;UPaðviÞÞ
Y

Uj2U

P ðujÞ ð11Þ

¼
Yk

l¼1

Q½Sl� ð12Þ

This result implies that the mixture of products of Eq. (2) can be transformed into a
factorization. That is useful as a factorization allows a calculation to be split up into a
product of different modular subcalculations, while when confronted with a mixture of
products this is not necessary possible.

Furthermore, when applying the manipulation theorem for SMCMs of Eq. (6), we see
that the c-factor of a c-component Sl is also the post-intervention distribution of the vari-
ables in Sl, under an intervention that sets all other observable variables VnSl to constants,
or

Q½Sl� ¼ P ðsljdoðv n slÞÞ ð13Þ
Finally, it follows from the definition that

P ðvÞ ¼ Q½V � ð14Þ
As an illustration, in the SMCM of Fig. 5 some of the c-factors are5:

Q½X ;X 4;X 6� ¼
X

uk2fU1;U2g
P ðxju1ÞP ðx4jx1; u1; u2ÞP ðx6jx4; x5; u2Þ � P ðu1ÞP ðu2Þ ð15Þ

Q½X 1� ¼ P ðx1jxÞ
3.4.2. Important lemmas
The identification algorithm that we discuss is based on three important lemmas that

will be briefly introduced in this section. See [2] for a complete specification of the lemmas
and their proofs.
5 For notational convenience we will write Q[X,Y,Z] instead of Q[{X,Y,Z}].
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First some notation: given a SMCM with graph G and observable variables V and
unobservable variables U, then if W � V, GW is the subgraph of G restricted to variables
W and the associated unobservable variables. See Fig. 6 for an example reduction of the
graph in Fig. 5. We also introduce the notation Anc(X)G, this denotes the ancestors of X in
the graph G. Furthermore, a topological order over V is noted as V1 < � � � < Vn, and let
V(i) = {V1, . . . ,Vi}, i = 1, . . . ,n, and V(0) = ;.

Lemma 3.6. The c-factor Q[S] of every c-component S in a SMCM with observable

variables V is identifiable from the JPD P(v) as follows:

Q½S� ¼
Y
V i2S

P ðvijPaðT iÞ n fvigÞ ð16Þ

where Ti is the c-component of GV ðiÞ that contains Vi.

This lemma implies that every c-factor Q[S], and thus the post-intervention distribution
of S after manipulating VnS, can always be calculated from the JPD P(v). From Eq. (16)
we can see that the variables that are needed for calculating the c-factor Q[S] of a c-com-
ponent S are S [ Pa(S).

Lemma 3.7. In a SMCM with graph G over observable variables V, where A � B � V, if A

is an ancestral set in the graph GB ðA ¼ AncðAÞGB
Þ, then Q[A] is identifiable from Q[B] as

follows:

Q½A� ¼
X

V i2BnA
Q½B� ð17Þ

The lemma implies that when we have the c-factor Q[B] over some set B (e.g., via
Lemma 3.6), and a subset of B is ancestral in the graph reduced to variables B, then
Q[A] can be calculated from Q[B], and this simply by marginalizing over Q[B].

For example, imagine the SMCM of Fig. 5 reduced to SX, the c-component of X. The
set (X4,X6) is ancestral in this graph, as AncðX 4;X 6ÞGSX

¼ ðX 4;X 6Þ, and thus Lemma 3.7

implies that Q[X4,X6] can be calculated from Q[X,X4,X6] via:

Q½X 4;X 6� ¼
X

X

Q½X ;X 4;X 6�
X

X2

X4

X6 Y

U2

U1

Fig. 6. The SMCM of Fig. 5 reduced to the observed variables W = {X,X2,X4,X6,Y} and the associated
unobserved variables {U1,U2}.
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When we apply this to the c-factor of Q[X,X4,X6], as calculated previously (Eq. (15)), we
get X

X

Q½X ;X 4;X 6� ¼
X

X

X
U1;U2

P ðxju1ÞP ðx4jx1; u1; u2ÞP ðx6jx4; x5; u2Þ � P ðu1ÞP ðu2Þ

¼
X

U1;U2

Pðx4jx1; u1; u2ÞPðx6jx4; x5; u2ÞP ðu1ÞP ðu2Þ

¼ Q½X 4;X 6�

We see that the factor P(xju1) can be marginalized away, because that is the only occur-
rence of X, and then we obtain exactly Q[X4,X6].

Lemma 3.8. In a SMCM with graph G over observable variables V, where H � V and H is

partitioned in c-components H1, . . . ,Hl in GH, then
Q½H � ¼
Yl

i¼1

Q½Hi� ð18Þ

Furthermore, every Q[Hi] is identifiable from Q[H].

Finally, this lemma resembles Lemma 3.6, but instead of treating c-components of
entire graphs it can be used to calculate the c-components of a subgraph GH.

3.4.3. Sketch of algorithm

In this section, we give an intuitive sketch of the identification algorithm. For simplicity
we will treat the problem of calculating P(yjdo(x)), where both X and Y are single
variables. The algorithm can very easily be extended for the calculation of causal queries
such as P(sjdo(x)), where S is a set of variables, extending it to the case where more than
one variable is being manipulated poses somewhat more problems. See [2] for all the
details.

Following the manipulation theorem from Section 3.2, to obtain the effect of
P(yjdo(x)), the factor P(xjPa(x), UPa(x)) has to be removed from the JPD. Furthermore,
in Section 3.4.1 we introduced a factorization of the JPD of a SMCM into c-factors of
c-components. The factor that has to be removed is part of the c-factor of the c-compo-
nent containing variable X. We will denote this c-component by SX and the c-factor by
Q[SX]. This gives

P ðyjdoðxÞÞ ¼
X
V nY

Q½SX n fXg�
Y

i

Q½Si� ð19Þ

From Lemma 3.6 in the previous section, we know that all the c-factors of the c-compo-
nents SX,S1, . . . ,Sk can be computed from the JPD P(v). But, as X might have unobserved
parents UPa(X), we do not necessarily have explicit access to P(xjPa(x),UPa(x)).

Therefore, we will transform our problem slightly. Define D ¼ AncðY ÞGV nfXg
, or the

ancestors of Y in the graph without X, and thus by Lemma 3.7:

P ðyjdoðxÞÞ ¼
X
DnY

Q½D� ð20Þ
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Also define DX = D \ SX, and, Di = D \ Si, for all i = {1, . . . ,k}. As D is an ancestral set
in GVnX, each Di will also be ancestral in its respective graph GSi and can thus be calculated
from Q[Si] by applying Lemma 3.7.

On the other hand DX, will not necessarily be ancestral in GSX as X can be an ancestor
of DX. Now we can write Q[D] as follows:

Q½D� ¼ Q½DX �
Y

i

Q½Di� ð21Þ

At this point, we have transformed our problem in calculating Q[DX] from Q[SX].
The original graph reduced to these variables DX and SX is sufficient to know whether a

causal effect P(yjdo(x)) can be computed from the JPD over the observed variables V. To
actually compute P(yjdo(x)), all observable variables V of the JPD are needed, but for the
variables VnDX, the calculations are trivial.

Now, we will try to calculate Q[DX] from Q[SX]. In the case that DX is not an ancestral
set in GSX , its c-factor Q[DX] cannot be calculated as a whole from Q[SX]. Instead,
we rewrite Q[DX] as a factorization of the c-factors of its c-components DX,j in the graph
GDX :

Q½DX � ¼
Y

j

Q½DX ;j�

Now if we can calculate each Q[DX,j], our problem is solved. To do this we proceed as
follows: each of these DX,j is either

(1) ancestral in GSX , or AncðDX ;jÞGSX
¼ DX ;j

(2) its ancestral set is equal to SX itself, or AncðDX ;jÞGSX
¼ SX

(3) its ancestral set is strictly in between itself and SX, or DX ;j � AncðDX ;jÞGSX
� SX .

In the first case we can use Lemma 3.7 to obtain Q[DX,j] by marginalizing over Q[SX]. In
the second case, Q[DX,j] is not identifiable in this SMCM and consequently, P(yjdo(x)) is
not identifiable. In the final case, DX,j belongs to a single c-component HX in the graph
reduced to its ancestral set A, and using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, Q[HX] can be obtained from
Q[SX]. Then the process restarts, but now we want to calculate Q[DX,j] from Q[HX] instead
of Q[SX].

These steps have to be repeated until we reach one of the first two cases for each
Q[DX,j]. When all Q[DX,j] are identifiable (i.e. each process ends in case 1), the desired
quantity P(yjdo(x)) is identifiable using the equations above. As soon as one of the
Q[DX,j] is not identifiable (i.e. the process ends in step 2), P(yjdo(x)) is not identifiable
in the given SMCM.

In Fig. 7, we see a conceptual sketch of the identification algorithm. The first step is to
calculate Q[SX] from the JPD P(V) using Lemma 3.6. Then, we try to calculate each of the
DX,j from Q[SX]. This is done by finding its ancestral set A in the subgraph GSX . Depending
on the composition of this set A, we distinguish between three cases:

(1) The set DX,j has no external ancestors in GSX , then Lemma 3.7 can be used to calcu-
late Q[DX,j].

(2) The ancestral set A of DX,j in GSX is equal to the complete set SX, in this case the
desired causal effect is not identifiable.



P(V)

Q[S
X
]

Lemma 3.6

Q[SX]

wanted: P(y|do(x))

given: P(V)

Lemma 3.7

Q[D
X,j

]

not
identifiable

Q[SX]

Lemma 3.7

Q[A ] 

Lemma 3.8

Q[T’ ] 

For each D
X,j

do:

Recursion with:

Fig. 7. A conceptual sketch of the identification algorithm.
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(3) The ancestral set A lies in between DX,j and SX, then using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8
can be used to reduce the problem to calculating Q[DX,j] from a strict subset of
SX.

This process is repeated until one of the first two cases is reached.
4. Cooperative multi-agent systems

In the previous sections of this article, there was the silent assumption that there is a
single computational entity or agent that can model the entire domain. In reality however,
this assumption rarely materializes. As domains become larger, more complex, open, and
distributed, building and maintaining a model by a single agent, limited by its knowledge,
perspective, and computational resources, for modeling such domains, would prove to be
very costly or even impossible. Instead a cooperative multi-agent system is needed to
address the modeling task effectively, consisting of a set of cooperating agents, where each
agent has partial knowledge about the domain, and can observe the domain from a partial
perspective. Just as in single agent systems, an agent can reason and act autonomously, but
to overcome its limit in domain knowledge, an agent additionally can benefit from other
agents’ knowledge, perspectives, and computational resources through communication
and coordination.
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Applying the multi-agent paradigm to graphical models means that there is no more
need for the assumption that there is one single agent observing or not observing (and thus
modeling or not modeling) all the variables in the domain. Instead there are several agents
who each observe and model a subset of all the variables. Agents that share variables in
their models can then communicate (some of) their knowledge on these shared variables
to each other.

See [11] for an introduction to multi-agent systems and [12] for a collection of recent
advances in the area.

4.1. Advantages

In what follows we enumerate and discuss the advantages of the multi-agent paradigm:

• In large and complex domains, diverse knowledge is required. Instead of combining all
this into a vast model, it is better to handle this complexity and diversity by organising
the knowledge in a modular manner, so that every modular entity can be modeled by a
relatively lightweight single agent. This approach simplifies both development and
upkeep.

• Components of a complex system are often distributed, as are sensors providing obser-
vations of such systems. Traditionally, the observations from distributed sensors are
transmitted to a central site, where a single agent processes them, decides on necessary
actions and transmits control signals to the locations where the actions take place.
Transmission of observation and action control signals, however is hampered by lim-
ited communication bandwidth, communication delay and potential communication
failure. The multi-agent approach suggest to deploy multiple agents near a component
(or small group of nearby components), allowing the sensor outputs to be processed on
site and actions to be taken more promptly.

• Many complex domains are often open-ended. As in a multi-agent system, the knowl-
edge and decision making relative to single or small groups of components, is
captured into a separate agent, the addition of new components can be handled by
dynamically adding agents and letting existing agents adapt to the new agent
community.

4.2. State-of-the-art

Now we introduce some state-of-the-art methods in multi-agent graphical modeling
that can be viewed as related work to our approach.

Multiply sectioned Bayesian networks (MSBN) are a knowledge representation formal-
ism for cooperative multi-agent reasoning under uncertainty developed by Xiang [13].
There exist extensions of the junction tree inference algorithm to perform multi-agent
probabilistic inference. In a MSBN the edges are not necessarily causal (i.e. the manipu-
lation theorem does not hold) and the agents’ local models are purely Markovian (i.e. they
do not take into account hidden variables or confounders). The consequence of this is that
in MSBNs causal inference is not possible.

Distributed perception networks (DPN) are an agent-based approach to fusion of
heterogeneous data and information introduced by Pavlin et al. [14,15]. DPNs focus on
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calculating the marginal probability for a single hypothesis node based on large amounts
of evidence. For the same reasons as in MSBNs, performing causal inference is not
possible in DPNs.

Qualitative multi-agent causal reasoning is an approach introduced by Chaib-Draa
based on causal maps, a type of cognitive map that focuses on influence, causality and sys-
tem dynamics [16]. They focus on qualitative reasoning, and quantitative causal inference
is not possible in these models.

Object oriented Bayesian networks (OOBN) approach the modeling of complex domains
with BNs by describing such a domain as inter-related objects, with object-oriented prop-
erties [17]. Again, the edges between variables are not necessarily causal and semi-Markov-
ian models are not allowed, thus making kind of causal inference we are interested in
impossible.

5. Multi-agent causal models

In this section, we introduce multi-agent causal models (MACM) [18]. It is assumed
that there is no longer one central controller having access to all the observable variables,
but instead a collection of agents each having access to non-disjoint subsets Vi of all the
variables V.

5.1. Definition

Definition 5.1. A multi-agent causal model consists of n agents, each of which contains a
semi-Markovian model Mi:
Mi ¼ hV Mi ;GMi ; P ðV MiÞ;KMii for i 2 f1; . . . ; ng
• V is the subset of variables agent-i can access.
Mi

• GMi is the causal graph over variables V Mi .
• PðV MiÞ is the joint probability distribution over V Mi .
• KMi stores the intersections V Mi ;Mj with other agents j, fV Mi \ V Mjg. We assume that the

agents agree on the structure and the distribution of their intersections.

Furthermore, for an MACM to be valid it is assumed that:

• No edges (either directed or bi-directed) are allowed between variables of different
agents i and j, except if both belong to the intersection V Mi ;Mj .

• The intersection between two agents are modeled in the same way.
• Combining the models of the individual agents does not introduce directed cycles.

The assumption of acyclicity is not always trivial to check in a distributed fashion, for
that task will use an adaptation of Xiang’s algorithm for the distributed verification of
acyclicity [13].

The set of variables of an agent-i without all the intersections he shares with other
agents is called the set of private variables. Also, the union of the graphs GMi of all agents
in the MACM is noted as [G, i.e. the graph that would be associated with a single agent
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having access to the entire domain. Likewise, the union of all variables V Mi is denoted
by [V.
5.2. Example

An example MACM adapted from [19] is depicted in Fig. 8. In this case V M1
¼

fX ;X 1; . . . ;X 9g and V M2
¼ fX 7; . . . ;X 11; Y g, while V1,2 = {X7,X8,X9}. With this model

a company wants to assess the influence of its product pricing strategy on product decision,
this is whether a new product is launched or not. Furthermore this company consists of
two divisions, one modeled by agent1, roughly responsible for external issues such as
the market situation or the competitive strategy, and one modeled by agent2 pertaining
to internal issues such as research and development and the rate at which new products
are launched.
5.3. Structure learning

Just as a classical Bayesian network, a MACM can be learnt from data, an expert or
both.

In other work, we have developed an approach for learning a MACM from distributed
heterogeneous data with overlap between the data at the different sites [20,3].

It is a constraint-based approach based on finding conditional independencies in the
data. Each agent has only access to data concerning variables in the site he is responsible
for.
market
dynamics

market share
distribution

competitive
strategy

product
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prior
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sales
uncertainty

product
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Fig. 8. Example of a multi-agent causal model of a product decision model.
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Special attention is devoted to finding so-called g-false dependencies. These are variables
in an agent that appear to be dependent from the point of view of that agent, but that are
actually independent given some variables in another agent. We offer solutions for solving
this problem while exchanging a minimum amount of information between the different
sites.

In the rest of this work we assume that the MACM representing the data is given.

6. Overview of multi-agent identification algorithm

In this section, a schematic introduction of our algorithm for performing causal infer-
ence in MACMs, introduced in [21–23], is given. For reasons of convenience we will focus
on the identification of P(yjdo(x)) where both X and Y are atomic variables.

Furthermore, we will mainly focus on algorithms for MACMs consisting of two agents.
Such models are called bi-agent causal models (M1,M2), where Mi ¼ hV Mi ;GMi ; P ðV MiÞ;Kii
for i 2 {1,2}, where agent1 typically contains the intervention variable X and agent2 con-
tains the variable to be studied Y. In [4,3] we extended our algorithms to chain MACMs,
consisting of more than two agents organised in a chain.

For each causal query P(yjdo(x)) the following steps are taken, each of which will be
explained next.

(1) Identifiability.
(2) Negotiation.
(3) Identification of P(yjdo(x)).
6.1. Identifiability

In the first of the three phases it is investigated whether a specific query of the form
P(yjdo(x)) would be identifiable from the underlying single agent model.

In [18] we introduced an algorithm for performing this task for P(yjdo(x)) in multi-agent
causal models where Y is in the intersection, based on methods developed by Tian in [2]. The
algorithm only uses communication between agents concerning structural information of
variables in their intersection and the variables X and Y, thereby ensuring that the privacy
of each agents’ private model is protected. Or in other words, to know whether in a MACM
a causal query P(yjdo(x)) is identifiable in the underlying single agent model, we do not need
to construct this single agent model, but can infer the identifiability from the MACM solely
by communicating structural information concerning the intersections between the agents.

In [3] we have extended this algorithm to models where Y does not have to be in the
intersection. Due to space constraints and because all the steps of the algorithm are impli-
cit in the actual identification phase (phase (3)), we do not present the details here.

It is only when the answer to this phase is positive that it is useful to continue to the
next phase, since causal queries that are not identifiable in the underlying single agent
model will not be identifiable in a MACM representing the same JPD.

6.2. Negotiation

In this part it is first investigated whether each agents’ model is extensive enough to be
able to perform causal inference. More specifically, for each c-component in the underlying
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single agent model, all its variables and immediate parents must be contained in the model
of one of the agents. As we have seen in Lemma 3.6, this is because these are exactly the
variables needed for calculating the c-factor of a c-component.

If the answer is negative, a negotiation between the agents ensues, with the goal to
change the MACM to make the calculation of the causal effect possible. This is done
by bargaining over the disclosure of information concerning some specific variables. If
the negotiation succeeds the information is exchanged, the probability distributions are
updated and the actual computation of P(yjdo(x)) can start. If the negotiation fails,
multi-agent causal inference is not possible in that MACM.

Due to space constraints we will not present the negotiation algorithm here, the inter-
ested reader is referred to [3]. In the next section, we treat the actual identification of causal
effects in MACMs, the main contribution of this article.
7. Multi-agent identification

In this section, we start by adapting the single agent lemmas of Section 3.4.2 to the
multi-agent context. Then we proceed to an algorithm for calculating P(yjdo(x)) in a bi-
agent causal model.
7.1. Multi-agent lemmas

Here the three lemmas that constitute the single agent identification algorithm of
Section 3.4.3 will be transformed into multi-agent lemmas. In this section, we will
consider a bi-agent causal model (M1,M2), where Mi ¼ hV Mi ;GMi ; PðV MiÞ;Kii for i 2
{1,2}.

Furthermore, let a topological order over the union of the variables [V in both agents
be V1 < � � � < Vn and let V(i) = {V1, . . . ,Vi} and V(0) = ;.
7.1.1. Calculating c-factors
In Section 3.4 we have seen that Tian’s single agent identification algorithm for semi-

Markovian causal models is based on a factorization of the JPD in c-factors of c-compo-
nents. A method for computing c-factors in bi-agent causal models is introduced in the
following lemma.
Lemma 7.1 (Bi-agent c-factor calculation). If a c-component S and its immediate parents

are contained in exactly one agent, i.e. if S [ PaðSÞ � V Mi , then the c-factor Q[S] can be

calculated using only information contained in that particular agent as follows:

Q½S� ¼
Y
V i2S

P ðvijpaðT iÞ n fvigÞ ð22Þ

where Ti is the c-component of GV ðiÞ that contains Vi.
Proof. This lemma is an application of Lemma 3.6, originally from [2]. Since
Sj [ PaðSjÞ � V Mi , all the elements involved in Eq. (22) belong solely to agent-i and thus
the calculation can be done by that agent alone. h
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Remark that the topological order of variables V Mi of one agent is not sufficient to cal-
culate Q[S], since it could be that variables in the other agent have an influence on the
topological order of variables V Mi . Therefore, the order over the union of the variables
[V is needed. This can easily be done by the agents exchanging their local views on the
topological order of the intersection variables V M1;M2

and thus combining their knowledge
without exchanging private information.

7.1.2. Shrinking c-factors

Here, we adapt single agent Lemma 3.6 for calculating the c-factor of a subset based
on a bigger set to the multi-agent case. GMi;B is the graph of agent-i reduced to the set
B.

Lemma 7.2. If for some A � B � V Mi , A is an ancestral set in the graph GMi;B

ðA ¼ AncðAÞGMi ;B
Þ, then Q[A] is identifiable from Q[B] as follows:
Q½A� ¼
X

V i2BnA
Q½B� ð23Þ
Proof. As both A and B belong to the same agent, the ancestral set of A in the graph
reduced to B ðAncðAÞGMi ;B

Þ, will also belong to that same agent. Therefore, we can apply
single agent Lemma 3.7 to obtain the result. h

This lemma implies that c-factors inside agents can be shrunken if they have an ances-
tral subset.

7.1.3. Sub-factorization
Here, we will treat a lemma for factorizing the c-factor over a set H into its

c-components.

Lemma 7.3. If H � V Mi and H is partitioned in c-components H1, . . . ,Hl in GH, then
Q½H � ¼
Yl

i¼1

Q½Hi� ð24Þ

Furthermore, every Q[Hi] is identifiable from Q[H].
Proof. As H � V Mi , the same proof as for the single agent case applies. See [2] for the
details. h
7.2. Recursive shrinking of c-factors

In Function 1, we introduce a recursive function Identify for calculating Q[C] from Q[T]
in general, if this is possible, by making use of Lemmas 7.1–7.3. If T is completely
contained in one agent (T � V Mi in this case), the function respects the privacy of the
two agents in the sense that it only uses variables from V Mi in its computation.
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Function 1 Bi-agent Identify(C,T,Q[T])

Input: sets of variables C � T � V Mi .
Output: Expression for Q[C] in terms of Q[T] using only variables V Mi .
Let A ¼ AncðCÞGMi ;T

{=the ancestors of C in graph GMi restricted to variables T}

(1) IF A = C, output Q½C� ¼
P

TnCQ½T �
(2) IF A = T, return #false
(3) IF C � A � T
(a) In GA, C is contained in a c-component T 0.
(b) Compute Q[T 0] from Q½A� ¼

P
TnAQ½T � by Lemma 7.2

(c) return Identify(C,T 0,Q[T 0])
In the first case C is an ancestral set in T, and thus Q[C] can be calculated from Q[T]
with the help of Lemma 7.2, as T � V M1

. In the second case, when the ancestral set of
C in T is equal to T itself, just as in the single agent case there is no way to calculate
Q[C] from Q[T]. In the final case, when the ancestral set A of C in T is a strict set in
between C and T, we formulate a recursive call of Identify, where T is replaced by its sub-
set T 0, which is the c-component of C in T. As T � V Mi the calculation of Q[T 0] based on
Q[T] can happen in the same way as in the multi-agent case. Due to space requirements we
refer to [2] for this specific aspect. Identify will always terminate in one of the two first
cases after a finite number of steps.

7.3. Complete multi-agent identification algorithm

Here we present the complete algorithm for computing P(yjdo(x)) in a bi-agent causal
model, based on the lemmas and function introduced earlier in this section.

Consider a bi-agent causal model (M1,M2), as before. As stated before, X belongs to
agent1 ðX 2 V M1

Þ and Y belongs to agent2 ðY 2 V M2
Þ. Then the underlying single agent

semi-Markovian model has variables [V ¼ V M1
[ V M2

and as graph [G the union of
the graphs GM1

and GM2
. We assume that each of the c-components S1, . . . ,Sk of [V

and their respective parents Pa(Si) are completely contained in either agent1 ðV M1
Þ or

agent2 ðV M2
Þ, or formally 8Si : ðSi [ PaðSiÞ � V M1

Þ _ ðSi [ PaðSiÞ � V M2
Þ. In the next para-

graphs we will discuss the different steps of Algorithm 2.
The first step in the algorithm is the calculation of the c-factors of all c-components.

Since all c-components and their parents are local to al least one agent this can be done
for all c-components without needing private information from other agents, using
Lemma 7.1. For c-components that have variables in the intersection, it is calculated in
the agent containing that c-component and its parents. At the end of this phase we have
calculated Q½SMi ;k�, this is the c-factor of the kth c-component in agent-i, for all agents and
all c-components. Also, since we assume X is contained in the model of agent1, the c-factor
Q[SX] is calculated in that agent.

In the second step of the algorithm we search for the ancestors of Y. Since it is possible
that the different agents contain ancestors of Y this must be done in a multi-agent setting.
In [18] methods have been created to perform this task while only sharing information
about shared variables. At this point the ancestors of Y that are part of agent1 (containing
X) are also known, and thus the intersection between Anc(Y) and SX, called DX can be
retrieved by agent1 since SX is completely in that agent.
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In the third step we divide the reduced graph GDX into c-components DX,j, j = 1, . . . , l.
Then for each of these c-components the Identify function is called.

Finally, the results of the Identify calls are combined with the calculations of the c-fac-
tors Q½SMi;k� retrieved in the first step to form the expression for P(yjdo(x)). This results in
a closed form formula divided in two parts, one that can be calculated completely in
agent2 (part of the equation on line (27)) and one in agent1 (part of the equation on line
(26)) and a summation over the variables in the intersection (part of the equation on line
(25)). After their respective summations, distributions are obtained that only consist of
X [ K for agent1 and Y [ K for agent2, where K is the intersection between the two agents.
Hence, the resulting distribution of agent2 can be sent to agent1 without disclosing infor-
mation except the intersection and the variable Y that is being studied in this specific
query. Agent1 multiplies this distribution with its own result and performs the summation
over D1 \ (D2nY) to obtain the final result.

Now we will prove Eqs. (25)–(27).

Algorithm 2 Bi-agent identification of P(yjdo(x))

Input: variables X and Y.
Output: P(yjdo(x)) if it is identifiable, otherwise #false.

(1) Calculate all c-factors Q½SMi ;k� separately in each agent-i i 2 1,2 using Lemma 7.1.
The c-factor of the c-component that contains X is identified by Q[SX] and is
contained in agent1. The c-factors of the variables in the intersection are calcu-
lated in the agent that contains their parents.

(2) Find Di ¼ AncðY ÞGV Mi
nfXg

in each agent-i i 2 1,2 and DX = D1 \ SX. See [18] for

methods to do this in a multi-agent manner.
(3) Let the c-components of GDX be DX,j, j = 1, . . . , l.

For each set DX,j:
Call Identify(DX,SX,Q[SX]) given in Function 1 to calculate Q[DX,j]. If the function

returns #false, then stop and output #false.
Otherwise, output:

P ðyjdoðxÞÞ ¼
X

D1\ðD2nY Þ
ð25Þ

X
D1nK

Y
j

Q½DX ;j�
Y

k

X
SM1 ;k

nD1

Q½SM1;k�

2
4

3
5 ð26Þ

X
D2nðK[Y Þ

Y
k

X
SM2 ;k

nD2

Q½SM2;k�

2
4

3
5 ð27Þ
Proof. This equation is based on the equations in Section 3.4.3 for identification in single
agent models, originally from [2].

Q[DX,j] and Q½SM1;k� consist only of elements in agent1 and D2n(K [ Y), consists only of
elements in agent2, thus the summation over D2n(K [ Y) can be brought to the front.
Likewise, Q½SM2;k� is calculated solely from elements in agent2 and D1nK is part of agent1’s
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model. Combining the summations over D1 \ (D2nY), D1nK, and D2n(K [ Y) yields a
summation over DnY:
P ðyjdoðxÞÞ ¼
X
DnY

Y
j

Q½DX ;j�
Y

k

X
SknD

Q½Sk� ð28Þ

This is the single agent formula from Section 3.4.3. h

So we have introduced an algorithm for the identification of P(yjdo(x)) in a bi-agent
causal model, where each agent combines confidential information stored in its local
model with information concerning the intersection with the other agent and the variables
being studied (in this case X and Y). In this algorithm no information concerning other
variables than the intersection and the variables X and Y is being disclosed.

7.4. Example

If we apply our algorithm to the product decision model in Fig. 8, with X = product

pricing and Y = product decision, to calculate the effect manipulating the product pricing
strategy would have on the decision that will be made on some products. Then, we get
SX = {X,X4,X8} and Q[SX] = P(xjx1,x2)P(x4jx,x1,x2)P(x8jx,x1,x2,x3,x4).

D1 ¼ AncðY ÞGV nX
¼ fX 2;X 3;X 4;X 5;X 6;X 7;X 8;X 9g and DX = {X4,X8}, then in the call

Identify({X4,X8},SX,Q[SX]), Að¼ AncðfX 4;X 8gÞGSX
¼ fX 4;X 8gÞ will be equal to C and

Q[X4,X8] =
P

XQ[SX] will be returned.
Finally,

P ðyjdoðxÞÞ ¼
X

X 7;X 8;X 9

X
X 2;...;X 6

X
X

Q½SX �
Y

i

X
SM1 ;k

nD1

Q½SM1;k�

2
4

3
5 ð29Þ

X
X 10;X 11

Y
i

X
SM2 ;k

nD2

Q½SM2;k�

2
4

3
5 ð30Þ

where the Q½SMi;k� can be calculated using Lemma 7.1 as follows. For agent1:

SM1;1 ¼ fX 1g; SM1;2 ¼ fX 2g; SM1;3 ¼ fX 3g; SM1;4 ¼ fX 5g
SM1;5 ¼ fX 6g; SM1;6 ¼ fX 7g; SM1;7 ¼ fX 9g

Q½X 1� ¼ P ðx1Þ

Q½X 2� ¼ P ðx2Þ

Q½X 3� ¼ P ðx3Þ

Q½X 5� ¼ P ðx5jx2Þ

Q½X 6� ¼ P ðx6jx4; x5Þ

Q½X 7� ¼ P ðx7jx; x6Þ

Q½X 9� ¼ P ðx9jx3Þ
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For agent2:

SM2;1 ¼ fx10g; SM2;2 ¼ fx11g; SM2;3 ¼ fyg
Q½X 10� ¼ P ðX 10Þ
Q½X 11� ¼ P ðX 11jX 9;X 10Þ
Q½Y � ¼ P ðY jX 7;X 8Þ

This example shows that in a MACM we can calculate the causal effect of one variable
in one agent on a variable in another agent without exchanging confidential information.

8. Conclusion and future work

In this article, we have shown the importance of CBN and their application for decision
support systems. The biggest advantage of CBNs over traditional probabilistic BNs is that
they sometimes allow to perform causal inference. This calculation of the effect of an inter-
vention was based on a new type of conditioning, namely conditioning by manipulation.
We studied a state-of-the-art causal inference algorithm in a centralized setting that allows
to calculate causal effects when certain structural conditions are met. This algorithm is
based on a new factorization of the JPD and is a systematic approach to the calculation.

We have elaborated on the problems that can arise when working with a centralized
approach and discussed how a decentralized multi-agent approach might overcome some
of these problems. Specific interest has been directed to cooperative multi-agent systems in
which some internal information of individual agents has to remain private.

Multi-agent causal models is a way to overcome some of the problems in a single-agent
setting. These MACMs can be learned from data of experts as can traditional BNs and
CBNs and allow for a distributed calculation of causal effects.

We extended a state-of-the-art single-agent causal inference mechanism for this multi-
agent setting. We showed that our algorithm is able to calculate all causal effects that could
be calculated as if the entire domain was modeled by a single agent. When some of the
structural constraints of the multi-agent model are not met at first, we referred to previous
work where a negotiation phase was developed that can determine a new structure in
which the calculation is possible. We also indicated previous work introducing techniques
allowing to check beforehand whether the calculation is possible, without disclosing any
sensitive information.

The main contribution of this article is the introduction of causal models and inference
to the multi-agent setting, a step that has been neglected in research so far. Possible appli-
cations of these techniques are abundant, for example: distributed decision support sys-
tems, cooperative fraud detection, parallel computing performance analysis, etc.

We stress that in a MACM, agents are assumed to be honest and to cooperate to solve a
problem, without disclosing their private information. Disclosure of confidential informa-
tion via inference based on the combination of multiple non-confidential query results is a
well known problem in statistical databases [24]. Investigating whether the solutions to
this problem proposed there can be incorporated in our approach would be valuable
future work.

In [4] we have started to investigate identification algorithms with >2 agents. Future
work would be to study this issue in more detail.
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Developing a method for calculating P(sjdo(t)), where both T and S are sets, would also
be an interesting extension of this work.
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